Breakwater Books
The first project I completed in my Advanced Web
Design class involved the rebranding and redesigning
of a website for a book store named Breakwater Books.
Breakwater Books is a book store that is located in
Guilford, CT on the Historical Guilford Green. This book
store is a mom and pop store that has been around since
1972. Their motto is all about simplicity and it is how they
have conducted their store, for 40 years.
The goal of this assignment was to redesign the site
without the use of photographs and make the new
website responsive.
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Breakwater

Books
Mood Board
In order to create the mood board
for Breakwater Books, I first did some
research about the book store. I then
viewed the website and their logo.
From there, I cam up with a rough
concept for how I might design their
logo. I took the lighthouse from the
original logo and then I created
two vectored versions of the it in
Ilustrator. Next I researched colors
that worked well for a book store.
With my first color choice I kept the
first two original colors from their logo,
the purple and white, and then I
introduced a contrasting color. With
my second color choice I chose
shades of blues to match the name
of the book store and to some how
incorporate it as part of the logo.
For the third color choice I went with
brown colors because I wanted to
experiment and stray away from the
original colors from the logo. When
it came to choosing typefaces for
both heading and body text, I looked
for typefaces that I invisioned being
printed on the cover of a book.
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Typography

Original Logo

Logo Ideas

Heading
Didot		
Baskerville		
Optima		
Frutiger		

Breakwater Books
Breakwater Books
Breakwater Books
Breakwater Books

Body
Century Gothic
AaBbCcAbBbCc
Avenir Next		
AaBbCcAaBbCc
Gill Sans		
AaBbCcAaBbCc
Frutiger		AaBbCcAaBbCc

Colors
1st Choice

RGB 90:69:167

RGB 180:114:60

2nd Choice

RGB 52:80:116

RGB 136:156:182 RGB 183:209:243

3rd Choice

RGB 47:46:50

RGB 76:71:75

RGB 255:255:255

RGB 148:133:115 RGB 198:185:172
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Inspirations
As part of my research, I also searched
for inspirations for redesigning the
website. I drew inspirations from cover
designs in order to get ideas as to how I
could play with text and possibly use
the text as a texture or a pattern. I drew
inspiration from websites that had very
few pictures and were simple websites
that maintianed a balance of content
and well excuted design. I also drew
inspiration from websites that played
with the positioning of type.
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The Traveler

Nate
Demographics

The Gamer

Ethnicity
Age
Gender
Status
Interest
Occupation
Location

Sydney
Demographics

Personas

Ethnicity
Age
Gender
Status
Interest
Occupation
Location

Openness

The Grampa

Caucasin
21
Female
Single
Video Games
Student
Hamden, CT

Male
Engaged
Travelling
Photographer
Branford, CT

Openness
100%

Edward

“My idea of fun is gaming from dawn
until dusk.”

Demographics

Influences
Greg
Art
Languages

“My camera is an extension of my body.
Where ever I go, my camera comes
with me.”
About
Henry loves to travel and everywhere he goes, his camera goes with him. He
studied photography, as well as Spanish, French, German, and Chinese in College
because he knew that as soon as he graduated he would be travelling around the
world; taking his camera everywhere he went. His fiance Greg, is part of what
has kept Henry going and fighting for his dreams. Henry’s goal is to visit and take
pictures in every single country in the world. He is ambitious and courageous and
he will not let anything stop him from achieving his dreams.

Neuroticism

Personality

User Goals
To Succeed
Travel
Have Fun

Extrovert		

Ethnicity About
Ecuadorian
Sydney is a student at Quinnipiac University who is currently majoring in Game Design, and
Thinking		
Neuroticism
Age
65
Motivations
minoring in art. She has always had a passion for playing video
games over since Frustrations
6 year-old
40%
for
coding,
programing,
picked
up her brother’s game controller. She has a knack
Gender Sydney
Male
Sensing		
and drawing and she spends most of her time alone in her room perfecting on these skills.
Because
she
is
a
college
student
she
often
has
to
purchase
many
expensive
books
which
is
a
Status
Married
Judging
Perceiving
for her that she sometimes avoids all together.
Interest huge hasselBooks
Technology Skills
Occupation
Retired
Influences
User Goals
Video Games
Speed
“Most people say that they have a green
Location
Cheshire,
CT
Drawing
New Items
Extrovert		
80%

After creating a mood board I then
spent some time on user research. I
created 3 personas of people who
might visit either the book store or the
website. The first user is a retired science
teacher named Edward who spends
most of his time in his garden either
gardening or reading. The second user
is a college student named Sydney who
spends most of her time playing video
games, reading game manuals, and
doing homework. Then the third user is a
photographer named Nate who travels
all over the world and loves a good
book to read during his travels, along
with a language translator.

French
30

Greg
Food
Photography

Confinement
Hindrances
Rudeness

80%

thumb, I say all my fingers are green.”

Coding

Motivations
Food

Openness
Frustrations
Slow Pace

Interruptions
30%
People

Games

Neuroticism
Technology Skills

20%

100%

Internet
98%
Software
90%
Mobil/tablet apps
Social Networks

50%

Influences
Family
Earth
Books

Motivations
Family
Food
Reading

About

Sensing		

User Goals

Edward is a family man who has been happily married to his wife Maureen for 40
Judging
Perceiv
ingare all grown with families of their own. Edward
years. They
share four kids
that
is now retired, but before he was a science teacher and he loved teaching his
students so many new things. Now that he is retired he enjoys spending his time
outdoors. Grampa loves his garden and often refers to his flowers and plants as his
Device
Platforms
children,
second of course to his first children. Whenever he is not working on his
gardern, his grandchildren will typically find him laying in the backyard with a book
in his hand.

Personality

Simplicity
Green

Extrovert		

Introvert

Frustrations
Not Recycling
Interruptions
Fast Pace

Technology Skills

Sensing		

Thinking		

Feeling

Judging

Perceiving

Intuition

60%
Internet
50%
Software
50%

Device Platforms

Mobil/tablet apps
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Social Networks

5%
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Breakwater Books’ Key
:Home
:Links
:Dropdown Menu Links
:Information on a page

Information
Architecture
After I had done my research for the
website and it’s users, I then started
thinking about how a user would
enjoy navigating through the sight. I
created an information architecture
for Breakwater Books that has 5 pages,
the homepage, about us, services,
books, and contact. To reach the
homepage the user can click on the
logo from any page. and throughout
the other. The ‘Books’ link is a drop down
menu which will drop down and display
New York’s Bestsellers.

Home
About Us

Services

Books

Contact Us

Book Card

Name

Best Sellers

Story
Special Orders

New York

Email

NEIBA

Children’s Hour

Shipping

Phone Number

Gift Certificates

Gift Wrap

Payment
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From Ideas
to Sketches
Before I even thought about designing
logos on my computer, I first had to
sketch my ideas the old fashion way;
with a pencil, an eraser, and my
sketchbook. At first I tried to incorporate
the light house from Breakwater Books’
original logo.
I later skecthed out a brand new logo
that did not incorporate any concepts
from the original logo. I got the
inspiration for this sketch from looking at
book cover designs of older books.
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From Sketches
to Designs
From my sketches I continued to
incorporate some aspects from the
website’s original logo, such as the color
scheme and the light house. I also took
the sketch without the light house and
designed this logo as well. Along with
designing the logo in Illustrator, I also
experimented with typeface would work
well with the logos.

B

reakwater

12

B

ooks
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Logo A

Finalizing
the Logo
Logo A was the most successful logo
because it was a design that did not
incorporate the light house; making it
different. The vectored swirl decoration
on the top looked like a decoration that
would be seen on a book cover, so this
logo displayed that right mood.
Once I had a logo to work with, I
modified the logo some more. I closed
the gap between the vectored swirl
decoration and changed the colors. I
also changed the colors of the type, and
then I took away one of the bottoms
lines and then added lines to both the
left and right sides of the logo to close
it off. Then finally I added a color in the
inside of the logo to finish the logo.
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Final Logo
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Colors
Primary

CMYK 71:67:59:60
RGB 47:45:50
HEX # 2f2d32

CMYK 42:42:54:8
RGB 148:133:115
HEX # 938472

Black & White

CMYK 23:24:30:0
RGB 197:185:173
HEX # c5b9ad

CMYK 0:0:0:100
RGB 0:0:0
HEX # 000000

Variations

Black & White Versions

Typography
		Baskerville		
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
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CMYK 24:73:0:0
RGB 191:101:167
HEX # ffffff

CMYK 0:0:0:100
RGB 0:0:0
HEX # 000000
Tint 74

